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1.

Tsi620 Flow Control Application Note
This document describes how the Tsi620 feature called “Bridge Buffer Release Management (BRM)”
can avoid or limit priority-based starvation that may occur during congestion conditions. It discusses
the following topics:
•

“Tsi620 Buffer Release Management”

•

“The Basic Mechanism”

•

“PCI-to-RapidIO Buffer Release Management”

•

“RapidIO-to-PCI Buffer Management”

•

“Tsi620_BRM_config.txt Script Contents”

Revision History
80D7000_AN001_02, Formal, August 2009
There are no technical changes made to this version.

80D7000_AN001_01, Formal, January 2009
This is the first version of the Tsi620 Flow Control Application Note.

1.1

Tsi620 Buffer Release Management
In priority-based protocols, reordering is required to avoid deadlock situations. Deadlock occurs when
buffers are occupied by transactions that cannot make forward progress. Reordering helps prevent
deadlock situations by allowing higher priority transactions to complete ahead of lower priority
transactions.
Ti

p

To use Tsi620 BRM, refer to the Tsi620_BRM_config.txt script that is distributed with the
JTAG Register Access Software for the IDT’s “Tsi” RapidIO devices.

RapidIO and PCI both allow transaction reordering based on priority. With the PCI protocol, priority is
associated with transaction type: writes can be sent ahead of read responses, and both writes and read
responses can be sent ahead of read requests. RapidIO uses a numeric priority scheme, with 3 as the
highest priority and 0 as the lowest. Higher priority packets can be sent ahead of lower priority packets.
PCI transactions map to RapidIO priorities as follows:
•

PCI writes – RapidIO priority 2

•

PCI read responses – RapidIO priority 1

•

PCI read requests – RapidIO priority 0

The PCI/RapidIO priority mapping preserves the PCI reordering necessary to avoid deadlocks.
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A side effect of reordering is that low rates of higher priority transactions can starve lower priority
packets during congestive conditions. As shown in Figure 1, as higher priority transactions are
completed, they free up buffers that can be occupied only by other higher priority transactions. At the
far left, the buffer is completely full and a high priority packet is being transferred out to RapidIO. In
the middle, another high priority packet is being transferred out to RapidIO while a new high priority
packet is being received into the buffer emptied in the previous step. At the far right, again only high
priority packets are sent and received. The “ping pong” behavior causes starvation of lower priority
packets.
Figure 1: Buffer Management — High and Low Priority Packets
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1.2

The Basic Mechanism
The Serial RapidIO EndPoint (SREP) in the Tsi620 allocates buffer space based on priority.
Watermarks are the buffer fill levels that determine how many buffers can be used for packets of a
given priority and above. Figure 2 shows how buffers are allocated for different RapidIO packet
priorities and different types of PCI transactions. Note that PCI transactions have three priorities, while
RapidIO packets have four.
Figure 2: I2R and R2I Watermarks
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The Tsi620 BRM feature forces multiple transactions to complete before allowing more transactions to
be accepted. This creates a temporary congestion-free situation whereby reordering behavior is
prevented. The BRM feature is based on two buffer fill level settings, known as STOP and RESUME
(see Figure 3).
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Figure 3: BRM Resume and Stop Levels Relationship to Watermarks
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When the buffer fill level reaches the STOP point, the SREP stops informing the
Bridge ISF/Switch ISF of buffers that are freed by completed transactions (see Figure 4). The
Bridge ISF/Switch ISF stops forwarding packets, and the buffer fill level eventually drops to the
RESUME point. Since the STOP setting is above the watermark for High priority packets, and the
RESUME setting is below the watermark for Low priority packets, packets of all priorities can make
forward progress as the buffer fill level drops from the STOP point to the RESUME point.
Once the RESUME point is reached, the Bridge ISF/Switch ISF is informed of the actual buffer fill
level, and packets of all priorities can begin to flow into the buffers. Since the RESUME point is below
the watermark for Low priority packets, and many buffers are now available, packets of all priorities
can flow into the buffer. As a result, this buffer mechanism helps prevent priority-based starvation.
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Figure 4: Buffer Release Management Operation
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Under rare traffic conditions, the BRM mechanism may cause a deadlock by preventing the forward
progress of higher priority packets required to complete outstanding transactions. To avoid deadlocks,
the BRM sets a maximum time to be in the STOP condition. Once this timeout expires, two possible
behaviors can be selected:

1.3

•

Do not engage BRM until the RESUME value is reached — This disables BRM until the
congestive condition no longer exists. This is the preferred mode of operation when periods of
congestion are short and/or the probability of deadlock is high. This can lead to long periods of
priority-based starvation, but prevents long periods where no packets are forwarded due to BRM.

•

Re-engage BRM if the STOP level is reached again — This is the preferred mode of operation
when periods of congestion are long and the probability of deadlock is low. This avoids
priority-based starvation at the expense of long periods where no packets are forwarded when a
deadlock occurs.

PCI-to-RapidIO Buffer Release Management
In general, the PCI bus cannot congest the Tsi620 Switch. The PCI bus total bandwidth is
approximately 2 Gbps, which can be handled by at most two RapidIO 1x links. However, in
combination with RapidIO-to-RapidIO traffic through the Tsi620 Switch, the switch can become
congested and result in starvation of PCI reads and read responses.
Figure 5 outlines the registers that are responsible for various settings for PCI-to-RapidIO buffer
release management. The recommended register values are found in the “Tsi620_BRM_config.txt
Script Contents”.
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Figure 5: PCI-to-RapidIO Watermark and BRM Registers
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1.4

RapidIO-to-PCI Buffer Management
Figure 6 describes the registers that are responsible for various settings for RapidIO-to-PCI buffer
release management. The recommended register values are found in the “Tsi620_BRM_config.txt
Script Contents”.
Figure 6: RapidIO-to-PCI Watermark and BRM Registers
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Note that short-term bursts of high priority packets can temporarily starve low priority packets, even if
RapidIO-to-PCI buffer management is active. The mechanism is illustrated in Figure 7.
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The basic cause of the short-term starvation is that the switch’s ports always try to keep their ingress
buffers full, which is an expected behavior. The left-most panel shows that the switch buffers are full of
packets with a variety of priorities. Assume that SREP has just reached the RESUME threshold, and so
packets are allowed to flow into SREP from the switch buffers. In the left-most panel of the diagram,
the bottom switch buffer forwards a packet to SREP followed by the other switch buffers in
round-robin order.
As shown in the center panel, once the first packet has been forwarded, only a high priority packet can
be received into the switch buffer from the RapidIO link. This behavior is duplicated in the other two
buffers so that the Switch buffers fill with priority 3 packets. The right-most panel shows SREP full of
packets with a variety of priorities, but now the switch buffers have only high-priority packets available
to fill the SREP buffers.
Figure 7: Receiver Based Flow Control Only Accepts High Priority Packets
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To avoid temporary starvation of low priority packets, the SREP must always accept packets faster than
the input ports can receive and forward them (see Figure 8), or the amount of high priority traffic
routed to SREP must be less than 10 Gbps.
On average, these conditions must be true; otherwise, the traffic sent to the PCI bus exceeds
the capacity of the PCI bus.
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These conditions must be true in general, otherwise the bandwidth mismatch causes the switch to be
permanently congested due to too much data being set to the PCI bus. If the combined bandwidth
forwarded to SREP is less than 10 Gbps, then SREP can accept packets faster than packets can be
accepted from the link; therefore, starvation of lower priority packets can be avoided (see Figure 8).
The starting conditions in the left-most panel are the same as in Figure 7, but the rate at which the
switch buffers are filled is now 1 Gbps. This means that packets can be transferred to SREP buffers
over three times faster than packets can be received by the Switch buffers, as shown in the middle
panel. The result is that SREP and the Switch buffers can be filled with packets that have a variety of
priorities, which avoids starvation of low priority packets.
Figure 8: Low Bandwidth Links Avoid Short Term Starvation of Low Priority Packets
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If any 4x ports send packets to the SREP, the SREP may be able to accept lower priority packets faster
than the 4x ports can receive them. If the total bandwidth of the ports that can send to the SREP is
greater than 10 Gbps, receiver-based flow control will select higher priority packets for acceptance into
the Switch buffers. Short-term starvation of low priority packets may occur in this situation.
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1.5

Tsi620_BRM_config.txt Script Contents
Regardless of port width and lane speed, the following configuration is recommended for all RapidIO
ports that forward traffic to SREP:
•

TRANS_MODE to 1 in SPx_CTL_INDEP (Store-and-forward mode)

•

SPx_RIO_WM to 0x00010203 (Minimal buffers reserved for high-priority packets)

In addition, the FAB_CTL[IN_ARB_MODE] bit must be set to 0 (first come, first serve), as this mode
presents packets in an order that optimizes the benefits of BRM.
The configuration recommendations above are not implemented in the
Tsi620_BRM_config.txt script, as this would override user-specific settings of other bits
within the SPx_CTL_INDEP and FAB_CTL registers.
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

This script configures the Tsi620 Buffer Release Management
functions in both PCI-to-RapidIO, and RapidIO-to-PCI directions,
using default settings.
PCI to RapidIO Buffer Release Management Configuration
Assumes standard PCI-to-RapidIO priority mapping:
SREP_I2R_LUT_TA_LOWER.RD_PRIO = 0,
SREP_I2R_LUT_TA_LOWER.WR_PRIO = 2
Sets timeouts to maximum, and re-engages BRM after timing out if
the buffer fill level hits STOP. These settings assume that the
probability of deadlocks is low, and periods of congestion are long.

w 206e4 0x80FF1C04 // SREP_I2R_BREL
w 206FC 0x80FF0702 // SREP_B2S_BREL
w 1180c 0x00010203 // SP8_RIO_WM
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
w
w
w
w
w

RapidIO to PCI Buffer Release Management Configuration
Assumes the following:
One buffer is sufficient to deal with decomposed PCI transactions.
- This means that PCI reads must be less than 256 bytes in size.
Sets timeouts to maximum, and re-engages BRM after timing out if
the buffer fill level hits STOP. These settings assume that the
probability of deadlocks is low, and periods of congestion are
long.

205b0
205b4
205c0
205C4
205C8

0x00000080
0x11220000
0x01010203
0x80FF1D02
0x00010203
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//
//
//
//
//

SREP_R2I_ISF_REQ_PRIO_CSR
SREP_R2I_ISF_RESP_PRIO_CSR
SREP_R2I_WM
SREP_R2I_BREL
SREP_R2I_ISF_WM
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w 205CC 0x80FF0802 // SREP_R2I_ISF_BREL
w 206F0 0x00010203 // SREP_NWR_ERR_WM
w 206F4 0x80FF1D02 // SREP_NWR_ERR_BREL
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